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Dear customer, thank you for purchasing our product. Please read the operating instructions carefully before putting
the appliance into operation and keep these instructions including the warranty, the receipt and, if possible, the box
with the internal packing.



SAFETY WARNING

Consider the instructions in the user‘s manual as a part of the appliance and provide it to other users of the
appliance.
Check that the voltage on the type label corresponds to the voltage in electric power socket.
Do not insert the power plug into the electric power socket and do not pull it out of the electric power socket with
wet hands or by pulling on the power cord!
This appliance shall not be used by children. Keep the appliance and its power cord away from children. Children
shall not play with the appliance.
Appliances can be used by persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience
and knowledge if they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way
and if they understand the hazards involved.
If the power cord of the appliance is corrupted, it has to be replaced by the manufacturer, its service technician or
a similarly qualified person so as to prevent dangerous situations.
Before exchanging any accessories or accessible parts that are moving during use, before assembly and
disassembly, before cleaning and maintenance or after finishing the work, switch off the appliance and disconnect
it from mains by unplugging the power cord plug from the electrical socket!
Always unplug the appliance from power supply if you leave it unattended and before assembly, disassembly or
cleaning.
Never use the appliance if the power cord or power plug are damaged, if the appliance is not correctly operating
or if it has fallen on the floor and been damaged, or if it has fallen into water. In such cases take the appliance to a
professional service centre to verify its safety and correct function.
When handling the appliance, especially during installation of any accessories, removing food from containers
and cleaning, please proceed carefully – the accessories are sharp. Injury is imminent if the appliance is used
contrary to the operation manual.
When the appliance is in operation, prevent pets, plants or insects to get in contact with it.
The product is intended for home use and similar (in shops, offices and similar workplaces, in hotels, motels and
other residential environments, in facilities providing accommodation with breakfast). It is not intended for
commercial use!
This appliance is not intended for outdoor use.
Do not place any objects on the top of the appliance.
Watch the appliance for the entire time of food processing!
Never submerge the appliance under water and do not wash under running water!
The appliance must not be used in damp or wet environment and in any environment with the danger of fire or
explosion (spaces where chemicals, fuels, oils, gases, paints and other flammable or volatile materials are
stored).
Do not leave the appliance in operation without supervision and supervise it for the entire time that food is being
prepared!
It is not allowed to modify the surface of the appliance in any way (e.g. using a self-adhesive wallpaper, foils,
etc.)!
Use the appliance only in the working position in places, where there is no risk of it being knocked over and at a
sufficient distance from sources of heat (e.g. fire stoves, electric/gas stoves, cookers, etc.), and wet surfaces
(kitchen sinks, wash basins etc.).
Your foot processor is fitted with an electronic speed sensor control that is designed to maintain the speed under
different load conditions. You may therefore hear some variation in speed during the operation as the foot
processor adjusts to the load and speed selected this is normal.
The appliance is equipped with thermal safety fuse which disconnects current supply incase of engine
overloading. If it occurs, unplug the appliance and let the appliance get cooled.
Before preparation, remove possible packages from food (e.g. paper, a PE bag, etc.).
Do not turn on the appliance without any ingredients inside!
Use the appliance only with accessories designed for this model. The use of other accessories may present a
danger for the user.
When mixing or blending liquids, never use a greater volume than is recommended.
Do not insert accessories into any body cavities.
Do not exceed the maximum time of uninterrupted operation of the appliance as specified for the respective
attachments in the table. Never exceed the total time of 30 minutes of uninterrupted operation. Then let the food
processor cool down for at least 30 minutes.
Before removing the filling opening cover, allow the rotating parts to stop completely.
Never put fingers into the feeding hole or use a fork, knife, spatula, spoon etc. to do so.
Due to safety it is not possible to change the attachments while the drive unit is in operation.



Make sure hair and loose pieces of clothing do not get into the attachments or into the rotating drive to avoid risk
of them tangling up in the mixing blade or the rotating drive itself.
Before removing the extra attachment from the drive unit, allow the rotating parts to stop completely.
If the processed foods start to stick to the accessories (e.g. on the breather or the whisk or the kneading hook),
turn off the appliance and carefully clean the accessories
(e.g. with a spatula).
Never assemble accessories on the top of the drive unit!
When mounting or removing the bowl, do not apply much pressure on the bowl handle.
Before connecting the appliance to the mains, make sure it is turned off.
Do not lift and carry the food processor using the bowl handle, but always use the recesses at the bottom of the
drive unit!
Make sure that the power cord does not come into contact with the rotating part of the appliance.
Never use the extra attachment if it is not working properly, if it fell to the ground and got damaged. In such cases
take the extra attachment to a specialized service to check its safety and proper function.
When assembling the extra attachment, follow the instructions for use carefully. In order to ensure proper
functioning, any other way of assembling the extra attachment is not permissible!
The assembled extra attachment can be attached and removed only when the drive unit is switched off and the
power cord is unplugged from the power socket.
Do not wind the power cord around the appliance; this will extend its life.
Never immerse the gearbox into water and never wash it in running water!
Should excessive vibration occur when using this attachment, either reduce the speed or stop the machine and
remove some of the contents.
ATTENTION: Do not use this processor in series with an external timer, remote controller or any other device that
switches on the appliance automatically, since a fire risk exists when the processor is accidentally covered or
displaced at the moment it switches on.
Make sure that the power cord does not come into contact with the rotating part of the appliance.
The power cord must not be damaged by sharp or hot objects, by an open flame and
it must not be submerged under water.
Never place it on hot surfaces and do not leave it hanging over the edge of a table or
a work bench. If the cord is brushed against or pulled by for example children the appliance may tip over or be
pulled down and lead to serious injuries!
If the use of an extension cord is necessary, then it must not be damaged and must meet the valid norms in
force.
Only use the appliance with original accessories from the manufacturer.
Use this appliance only for the purpose for which it was designed as specified in this user‘s manual. Never use
the appliance for any other purpose.
WARNING: There is a risk of injury in case of incorrect use (not in accordance with
the manual) of the appliance.
All text in other languages and pictures shown on the packaging, or the product itself, are translated and
explained at the end of this language mutation.
The manufacturer takes no responsibility for damages and injuries caused by the incorrect use of supplementary
machines and accessories (e.g. ruining of foods, injury, cuts) and takes no responsibility arising from the
warranty on the appliance in the case that the above safety notices were not followed.

PREPARATION AND USE

First remove all packaging materials, take out the food processor and all accessories.
Then remove all adhesive foils, stickers and paper from the food processor and accessories. Before the first use, wash
all parts, which will be in contact with food, in warm water with a mild detergent, thoroughly rinse in clear water and
wipe dry or let dry. Put the assembled food processor with the selected attachments on a flat, stable, smooth and clean
worktop, out of reach of children and incapacitated people. Provide sufficient free space for ventilation. The appliance
openings allow free airflow for ventilation, and must not be covered or otherwise blocked. The feet must not be
removed. Electric power socket must be easily accessible to allow easy disconnecting of the food processor in the
case of emergency.

FOOD PROCESSOR (A)

Description (fig. 1)

A1 – Multifunctional head release button



A2 – Speed regulating knob
A3 – Bottom mount for adapters C1 – C3
B – Stainless bowl
A4 – Multifunctional head
A5 – Space for winding the cable A6 – Power cord

Food processor control

Tilting the multifunctional head downward/upward (fig. 2, 5) PUSH
When you press button A1 and slightly will lift the head upward. When you press button A1 further and pushing
the unit down will tilt the head downward.
On/off switching of the food processor
Before you switch on the food processor, plug the power cord A6 into electric socket. Then switch on the food
processor by rotating the speed regulating knob A2. After you finish working, switch off the food processor by
rotating the speed regulating knob to position 0.
Speed control
Speed is controlled by setting the speed regulating knob A2 to the desired position within the interval 1 – 2 – 3 – 4
– 5 – 6. For short operation time at the maximum speed, the regulating knob can be set to position “PULSE”. The
regulating knob must be held by hand in this position. Releasing the regulating knob will return it to position 0 and
stop rotating.

Food processing time depends on the volume, type and quality of the processed ingredients. It usually takes several
minutes under normal conditions.

WHIPPING, MIXING WHISK AND KNEADING HOOK

Description (Fig. 1)

C1 – Mixing whisk
C2 – Whipping (wire) whisk
C3 – Kneading hook

Safety hints and tips

With regard to the bowl size, please note that the food processor is not able to sufficiently whip / knead very small
amounts of food. For optimum results input at least 300 g of food (if you are whisking egg-whites, use at least 4
eggs).
Never fill the bowl with water or other liquid to the maximum level. Respect the maximum allowed capacity (see
the Table of Use, Chapter IV.).
First switch „0“ / off the food processor, then tilt its multifunctional head upward.
When tilting the multifunctional head upward, control / slow down its rotation by hand.
The food processor is fitted with a security safeguard, which will switch off the motor once the multifunctional
head is tilted upward (during operation). After the head is titled back into the working position, the motor will
remain switched off. To turn it on, you have to return the speed regulating knob A2 to position „0“.

Assembly for work with attachments
Assemble the food processor according to instructions in Figure No. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 by lifting the multifunctional head
up. Then put the bowl with the food in the lower section of the food processor. Then install the desired adapter on the
mount, and tilt the multifunctional head downward to the working position. Apply reverse sequence to
remove/exchange the adapter.

Use

Whipping

Use the whipping whisk C2 to whip cream, eggs and egg-whites.
Adjust the processing speed according to the volume, type and quality of the food you are processing, in the
interval 1 to 6.
The maximum amount of food per processing cycle is 0.6 l.
Never use the whipping whisk for kneading heavy dough or mixing light dough!

Whipping tips



Use ingredients of room temperature.
If the whipping process is not optimal, add a small amount of lemon juice or salt. Cool down creams, whipped
creams and skims to 6 °C or less.
Before whipping egg-whites, be sure that the adapter and the container are dry, with no oil residues. Egg-whites
should be of room temperature.
You may add food through the feed tube of the bowl lid B2.

Mixing

Use the mixing whisk C1 for light dough, cake mixtures, cookies, glazes, fillings, mashed potatoes, etc.
Adjust the processing speed according to the volume, type and quality of the food you are processing, in the
interval 1 to 6.
The maximum amount of ingredients per processing cycle is about 1.5 kg.
Never use the mixing whisk for kneading heavy dough!

Kneading

Use the kneading hook C3 for kneading crispy / light / heavy dough.
Adjust the processing speed according to the volume, type and quality of the food you are processing, in the
interval 1 to 2.
If you process a larger amount of dough, process it in several batches.
The maximum amount of ingredients per processing cycle is about 1 kg.
Do not run more than four consecutive cycles. Make a break of at least 30 minutes before you continue.

Tips

Use ingredients of room temperature.
Mix the yeast in advance in lukewarm milk or water.
Once the dough shape becomes spherical, finish kneading or let the dough rise according to your recipe.
Ingredients will best mix if you add the liquid first.
Stop the food processor as necessary to remove the mixture from the kneading hook, using a suitable tool.
Various flour types may require different amounts of liquid, with the dough stickiness having a considerable
influence on the food processor load when switched on.
If you hear your food processor is stressed too much, switch it off, remove half of the dough batch and separately
process each half.

TABLE OF APPLIANCE USE AND ATTACHMENTS

Please consider the following processing tips as examples and inspiration. They are not intended as complete
instructions, they just show possible variants of food processing. Choose the volume of the processed food so that the
maximum volume of containers indicated by their gauge marks will not be exceeded. Larger volumes must be divided
into several batches, and the container level must be continuously checked. We recommend occasional interrupting of
operation, switching off the appliance and removing any food stuck on walls of containers, lid or attachments.



Attachment Food Max. amount Time (min.) Speed

Mixing whisk (C1)
(marble cake recipe)

Plain flour 504 g

2 to 5

1 – 6Powdered sugar 252 g

Milk 203 ml

Eggs 4 pcs

1 – 2Oil 126 ml

Total volume 1325 ml

Whipping
whisk (C2)

Cream (incl.38% fat) 500 ml 10 1 – 6

Egg-white 10 pcs 5 6

Kneading
hook (C3)(bread
recipe)

Flour 625 g

1 minute at 1, then higher speed
(max. 2) for 9 minutes.

Salt 10 g

Yeast 15 g

Sugar 5 g

Water 375 g

Fat 10 g

MAINTENANCE (fig. 7)

General information

Do not use harsh and abrasive detergents for maintenance and cleaning! Ensure that the contact surfaces and sealing
elements are clean and functional. Some foods may colour the respective attachment to a certain extent. However this
shall not have any effect on the appliance operability and does not constitute a reason to file a complaint! The
colouring will usually spontaneously disappear after some time. Never dry plastic moldings above a heat source (such
as stove, electric/gas oven).

1. Multifunctional head and food processor body
Clean them with a damp cloth soaked in water with a detergent. Avoid water getting in the internal components! If
the power cord becomes dirty, wipe it with a damp cloth.

2. Stainless bowl
Clean the component with a damp cloth soaked in water with a detergent. Do not use steel wool, wire brush or
bleaching agent for cleaning. Remove lime sediments with vinegar. Never wash in a dishwasher!

3. Whipping/mixing whisks and kneading hook
Immediately after use, wash the attachments in hot water with a detergent and let dry out.

Store the properly cleaned appliance including all accessories and attachments at a dry, dustless and safe place, out
of reach of children and incapacitated persons.

More extensive maintenance or maintenance requiring intervention in the inner parts of the appliance must be carried
out by professional service! Failure to comply with the instructions of the manufacturer will lead to expiration of the right
to guarantee repair!

TECHNICAL DATA

Voltage (V) Shown on the type label of the appliance
Input power (W) Shown on the type label of the appliance
Weight (kg) approx. 4.7
Volume of the stainless steel bowl (l) 5
Protection class of the appliance II.
Input in off mode is < 0.50 W.



Noise level: Acoustic noise level of 80 dB(A) re 1pW

The manufacturer reserves the right to change the technical specifications and accessories for the respective models.

LEGISLATIVE & ECOLOGY

WARNING: DO NOT USE THIS PRODUCT NEAR WATER, IN WET AREAS TO AVOID FIRE OR INJURY OF
ELECTRIC CURRENT. ALWAYS TURN OFF THE PRODUCT WHEN YOU DON’T USE IT OR BEFORE A
REVISION. THERE AREN’T ANY PARTS IN THIS APPLIANCE WHICH ARE REPARABLE BY CONSUMER.
ALWAYS APPEAL TO A QUALIFIED AUTHORIZED SERVICE. THE PRODUCT IS UNDER A DANGEROUS
TENTION.

Disposal of old Electrical & Electronic Equipment (Applicable in the European Union and other European countries with
separate collection systems).

This symbol on the product or on its packaging indicates that this product shall not be treated as household waste.
Instead it shall be handed over to the applicable collection point for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment.
By ensuring this product is disposed of correctly, you will help prevent potential negative consequences for the
environment and human health, which could otherwise be caused by inappropriate waste handling of this product. The
recycling of materials will help to conserve natural resources. For more detailed information about recycling of this
product, please contact your local Civic Office, your household waste disposal service or the shop where you
purchased the product.

WARNINGS AND SYMBOLS USED ON THE APPLIANCE, PACKAGING OR IN THE INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL:

TO AVOID DANGER OF SUFFOCATION, KEEP THIS PLASTIC BAG AWAY FROM BABIES AND CHILDREN. DO
NOT USE THIS BAG IN CRIBS, BEDS, CARRIAGES OR PLAYPENS.

Marking and texts on the product and attachments:

CAUTION: Do not put fingers or other items inside

The symbol indicates a WARNING.

Documents / Resources
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